Health and safety clarifications

Thanks again for your patience. We have been clarifying our guidelines internally and we apologize for the confusion.

Here's the latest info:

- Fully vaccinated swimmers who have submitted their vaccine cards can be mask optional in the building and also use locker rooms after practice/instruction.

- "Fully vaccinated" for those 12 and older means two shots plus a booster. "Fully vaccinated" for those under age 12 means two shots.

- We ask that parents who are observing lessons or swim practice from the glassed-in area wear a mask, regardless of vaccination status. We also ask that parents on deck in the small pool observing lessons wear a mask. The glassed-in area and small pool deck don’t have a lot of room, making it harder to social distance -- thus the request for masking.

If you have questions, contact Aquatics Director and Head Coach Pete Caragher.
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